Smart Eating & The 4th Industrial Revolution: Harnessing New and Innovative Technologies for Nutritious and Sustainable Foods
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Abstract

Generally, there is an increase awareness about the important relationship between eating - as individual actions - with many other aspects of human life. Eating activities are not only linked and influenced by health aspect, but also by, inter alia, enjoyment, pleasure, socio-cultural environment, faith (religion), life style, certain expected performance and sustainability aspects. Therefore, the challenge is that one must be smart and mindful of these multi-factors when it comes to smart eating. With the emergence of the 4th industrial revolution, this challenge is even greater due to the abundances and rapid flow of information regarding smart eating. What makes smart eating especially more problematic is because eating provides an aspect of enjoyment and pleasure. So problematic that sometimes we are confused on whether we live to eat or eat to live.
First thing first, smart eating starts from the smart selection of many variety food available. This presentation will discuss the importance of establishing the simple metric, considering all important aspect of smart eating, that can be used not only by consumer to make better food selection but also by producers, manufacturers, traders and retailers to provide food choices. The importance of new and innovative technologies, such as genetic engineering, irradiation, high pressure processing, ohmic heating and modified atmosphere packaging, to assure the availability variety of safe, nutritious and sustainable foods, to support the smart eating, will also be discussed.